
Aurora Wind Feeds Ltd.

We want to socialize with you!

Join our Aurora Wind Feeds LTD. Facebook Group!

Our Commitment to Quality

How much volume should your horse consume in a 24 hour period or day?  
About 2% of their body weight… that’s an average only and depending on the body con-
dition of your horse and the physical demands it might be a bit more (up to 2.5%) or low-
ered (1.5%) to allow for energy requirements to be addressed!  

How would you know?  You have to weigh it!  Being aware of your horse’s volume of intake 
can save you money and keep them healthy! Don’t assume you know, try it for a while, and 
get in a solid practice to know how much is there.   

OVERNIGHT is something that needs to be considered as well: feeding enough at night 
may mean moving a �ake per feeding  all up to the last night feed.  If it is the longest your 
horse is without you, there should be the hourly quantity fed there!   Due to the fact that 
they don’t sleep the same hours as we do, there may be hours they stand with no forage in 
their digestive tract, an opportunity for digestive upset and colic.

Horses are designed to graze often and move, some, while doing that, so in as much as 
possible, creating that as their environment (or normal) will allow them to moderate their 
weight very well.  

Hay that is SOFT to touch, CLEAN to breathe and debris free will be the healthiest choice to 
make!  Spend your money on the BEST hay �rst, and what’s not in your bale should be in 
your bag!  

What do you do when you have that sample?
Poor Hay? Add a ration balancer!

How would you build a program around YOUR horse’s hay? 
Here’s where to start:

Step by Step Hay Sampling

Using HAY to slow your horse’s grain intake,
if they are a bolter or choke is an issue.

Slowing Rate of Grain Intake

Interesting things horses do with their hay!

Why is My Horse Dunking Hay?

To watch more Nutrition Nuggets go to our Features of the Week at: 
https://www.aurorawindfeeds.com/features-of-the-week.html 

What about the most important food item in your horse’s diet?  
What does it do for your horse?

Hay for Warmth 

HAY: It’s what it’s all about!
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